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Conflict Update # 94 

June 18th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces secured minor gains on 

the outskirts of Severodonetsk and likely 

advanced into Metolkine, but Russian 

operations remain slow. 

Russian forces continued efforts to 

interdict Ukrainian lines of communication 

along the T1302 Bakhmut-Lysychansk 

highway and conducted ground and artillery 

strikes along the highway. 

Russian forces seek to push Ukrainian 
forces out of artillery range of railway lines 

around Kharkiv City used to supply Russian 

offensive operations toward Slovyansk. 

Russian forces did not take any 

confirmed actions along the Southern Axis 

and continue to face partisan pressure in 

occupied areas of southern Ukraine. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - 

Russian forces continued ground assaults 

against Severodonetsk and its outskirts and 

secured minor gains in the southeastern 

suburbs of the city on June 18. The Ukrainian 

General Staff (UGS) reported that Russian 

troops had partial success while attacking 

Metolkine, (just south of Severodonetsk) 

where they have been fighting for the last few 

days, though ISW cannot independently 

confirm what areas of the town Russian 

forces seized. Russian forces likely intend to capture the southern suburbs of Severodonetsk and advance to the bank of 

the Severskiy Donets river before assaulting the center of Ukrainian resistance in the Azot chemical plant. Russian forces 

are additionally fighting for control of Syrotnye, another nearby suburb of Severodonetsk. They continued to fire on 

Severodonetsk and Lysychansk. 

Russian forces continued to launch attacks toward Slovyansk from the southeast of Izyum on June 18 but did not make 

any confirmed advances. Fighting continued around Krasnopillya, a village along the E40 highway less than 20 km 
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northwest of Slovyansk. Russian troops exerted continual 

artillery fire on settlements southeast of Izyum and west 

of Lyman in order to set conditions for further attempts 

to advance on Slovyansk. Russian forces seek to capture 

Slovyansk to sever one of Ukraine’s lines of 

communications to Severodonetsk and Lysychansk but 

are making only incremental progress towards the city. 

Russian forces continued ground and artillery attacks east 

of Bakhmut in order to interdict Ukrainian lines of 

communication along the T1302 Bakhmut-Lysychansk 

highway on June 18. Head of the Luhansk Regional State 

Administration Serhiy Haidai stated that Ukrainian forces 

repelled a Russian attack in Nyrkove, a settlement along 

the Luhansk-Donetsk Oblast border within 5 km of the 

T1302 highway. Russian forces additionally conducted 

unsuccessful attacks against Hirske and Berestove, likely 

with the intent of interdicting Ukrainian lines of 

communication along the T1302 highway and 

complicating Ukrainian operations to support the 

Severodonetsk-Lysychansk area. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces 

continued offensive operations to prevent Ukrainian 

troops from advancing further toward the international 

border on June 18. UGS noted that their forces are taking 

measures to prevent Ukrainian troops from reaching their 

rear areas that are supporting operations toward Slovyansk 

and are laying additional railways to restore supply lines to 

Slovyansk.  

Russian-controlled rail lines in northern Kharkiv Oblast are 

likely the primary means Russian forces are employing to 

supply ongoing operations to capture Slovyansk, and they 

have prioritized securing and repairing railways in this area 

throughout the war.  

While Ukrainian forces are unlikely to be able to quickly 

advance the dozens of kilometers into Russian-held territory 

in Kharkiv Oblast that would be required to directly sever 

these rail lines, Russian forces likely seek to push back 

Ukrainian forces to prevent their artillery from interdicting 

Russian supply routes. Russian forces additionally continued 
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to fight for control of Dementiivka and Pitomnyk, both north of Kharkiv City, and conducted artillery strikes around 

northeastern Kharkiv Oblast. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - 

Russian forces fired on Ukrainian positions along 

the Southern Axis but did not make any 

confirmed attacks on June 18, a pause from the 

steady localized attacks of the past several 

weeks. Their forces continued efforts to improve 

engineering equipment along the Inhulets River. 

A Russian Telegram channel noted that Russian 

forces launched massive, unspecified strikes 

along the Mykolaiv-Kherson Oblast border, likely 

in response to recent limited Ukrainian 

counterattacks in the area. 

Activity in Russian-occupied - Russian 

occupation authorities continued to face 

partisan activity in occupied areas on June 18. 

The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported that 

unidentified Ukrainian partisans conducted an 

IED attack against Yevhen Sobolev, a Russian 

collaborator, in Kherson City on June 18. Such 

partisan actions will likely continue to 

complicate the implementation of occupational 

agendas and pro-Russian sentiment in occupied 

areas. 

Russian forces made marginal gains on the 

outskirts of Severodonetsk on June 18 but have 

largely stalled along other axes of advance.  

Their troops are likely facing mounting losses 

and troop and equipment degradation that will complicate attempts to renew offensive operations on other critical 

locations as the slow battle for Severodonetsk continues. As ISW previously assessed, Russian forces will likely be able to 

seize Severodonetsk in the coming weeks, but at the cost of concentrating most of their available forces in this small 

area.  

Other Russian operations in eastern Ukraine—such as efforts to capture Slovyansk and advance east of Bakhmut—have 

made little progress in the past two weeks. They are continuing to fight to push Ukrainian troops away from occupied 

frontiers north of Kharkiv City and along the Southern Axis, but have not made significant gains in doing so, thus leaving 

them vulnerable to Ukrainian counteroffensive and partisan pressure. 

The Russian military continues to face challenges with the morale and discipline of its troops in Ukraine. The Ukrainian 

Main Intelligence Directorate released what it reported were intercepted phone calls on June 17 and 18 in which Russian 

soldiers complained about frontline conditions, poor equipment, and overall lack of personnel. One soldier claimed that 

units have been largely drained of personnel and that certain battalion tactical groups (BTGs) have only 10 to 15 troops 

remaining in service. 
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Russia: Deaths veiled in secrecy - In Russia, news of death arrives stealthily. On state television, the war dead are 

rarely mentioned. The Defense Ministry hasn’t announced a death toll for nearly three months. Lists of hometown 

casualties published by local websites were declared state secrets. 

But through social media, the horrors of war are trickling through. Ukraine, on the social network Telegram, has been 

publishing images of enemy corpses, hoping to stir dissent in Russia. Photos of devastated Russian positions, like the 

failed crossing of the Siversky Donets River last month, where at least 400 soldiers died, offer hints of the violence 

incinerating untold numbers of young men’s lives. 

“You stand there, and your tears don’t even flow anymore,” Aleksandr Kononov, whose brother was killed fighting in 

Mariupol, told The New York Times in April, recalling the dozens of black body bags he had seen lined up on the floor of 

a warehouse by a military morgue. “There is no more water left in your body.” 

Many relatives of Russian soldiers have gone weeks or even months not knowing whether their sons, husbands and 

brothers are dead or alive. The Russian military bureaucracy, soldiers’ advocates say, appears to have been unprepared 

for the scale of the casualties in Ukraine. The Defense Ministry, in its last casualty announcement on March 25, set the 

count at 1,351 deaths. Sources say the true toll now could be more than 30 times that. 

Some families of the sailors who died aboard the Moskva, the flagship of Russia’s Black Sea Fleet, which had a crew of 

more than 500, are still struggling to learn the truth two months later. Dmitri Shkrebets, the outspoken father of one 

conscript aboard, published an angry Telegram post on Monday directed at President Vladimir V. Putin. 

It was a rare public expression of anger and frustration with the government from a military family. But for much of 

Russian society, the deaths “are not making such a stunning impression,” Sergei Krivenko, who leads a rights group that 

provides legal aid to Russian soldiers, said in a telephone interview. In most cases, professional soldiers, rather than 

conscripts, are dying. They come disproportionately from poor regions, according to Russian journalists who have 

analyzed death notices. 

“They are perceiving deaths as — it’s hard to say ‘normality’ but, in some sense, normality,” Mr. Krivenko said. 

Ukrainian Armed Forces repel Russian attacks on 2 fronts General Staff report - On Thursday evening, the 

Armed Forces of Ukraine repelled Russian assault operations on the Sloviansk and Bakhmut fronts. 

On the Sloviansk front, Russian forces opened artillery fire on the areas around Mazanivka, Krasnopillia, and Dibrovne. 

Ukrainian forces have repelled a Russian assault on the town of Dolyna, forcing the Russians to retreat. 

On the Donetsk front, Russian troops continue to fire on Ukrainian positions along the entire contact line, focusing their 

main efforts on the Sievierodonetsk and Bakhmut fronts. 

No active combat operations have taken place on the Lyman front. Russian occupation forces opened artillery fire on a 

Starodubivka neighbourhood. 

On the Sievierodonetsk front, Russia has deployed artillery and multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS) to fire on 

Sievierodonetsk, Lysychansk, Ustynivka, Loskutivka, Metiolkine, and Borivske. Russian aircraft conducted an airstrike on 

Loskutivka. 

On the Bakhmut front, Russian occupation forces fire on New-York, Zaitseve, Pokrovske, Nova Kamianka, Yakovlivka, 

Berestove, Mykolaivka, and Novoivanivka with artillery. 

A pair of Russian Ka-52 helicopters conducted an airstrike on the peaceful village of Yakovlivka. The Ukrainian Armed 

Forces have successfully repulsed a Russian attack on Berestove. 
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On the Avdiivka, Kurakhove, Novopavlivka, and Zaporizhzhia fronts, Russian forces attempted to conduct assault 

operations in order to prevent the transfer of Ukrainian troops to other fronts. They fired on Mariinka, Novomykhailivka, 

Zaliznychne, Huliaipole, and Charivne with mortars, barrel artillery, and multiple launch rocket systems. 

Ukraine Uses Western Harpoon Missile System to Sink Russian Tugboat - The Ukrainian navy struck a Russian 

tugboat in the Black Sea with a Harpoon antiship missile 

system provided by the West, as Russian invasion forces 

intensified airstrikes and shelling in the eastern 

Ukrainian city of Severodonetsk, Ukrainian officials 

said. 

The strike in the Black Sea is the first time Ukrainian 

officials have acknowledged deploying the antiship 

weapons, which have been sent by the U.K. and 

Denmark. 

The Russian tugboat was transporting ammunition, 

weapons and personnel of the Black Sea Fleet to the Ukrainian island, which was occupied by Russia shortly after the 

beginning of the Kremlin’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine. 

"Even the presence of the Tor anti-aircraft missile system on board did not prevent the Ukrainian Navy from demilitarizing 

the Russian invaders," the report says. 

According to preliminary data, 70% of the crew was hit, the fate of the rest is unknown. 

In early June, the Ukrainian military command reported that the Russians had deployed anti-aircraft missile systems and 

multiple launch rocket systems on Zmiinyi [Snake] Island, the range of which can reach the south areas of the Odesa 

region. 

Losing Troops in Ukraine, Russia Grapples With Its Manpower Problem - As Russia tries to take the initiative 

in eastern Ukraine, Moscow has had to find fresh manpower from some unlikely places for what is shaping up to be a 

crucial phase of the war. Since the beginning of what the Kremlin calls its special military operation, it has tried to pursue 

its campaign with an army at peacetime strength. The results have been mixed. Though Russian forces have made gains 

in the east and south of the country, they sustained crushing losses in Moscow’s initial attempt to seize Kyiv, by some 

counts losing as many soldiers as the old Soviet Union did in Afghanistan. Yet Russia’s leadership has been reluctant to 

take the step of declaring war, which would allow it to order a full mobilization of fighting-age men. 

Sanctions 

‘Our product, our rules’: Russia sends alarm bells ringing over Europe’s winter gas supplies - An ominous 

warning from Russia’s state-backed energy giant Gazprom has stoked fears of another turbulent winter for European gas 

supplies. 

As a pre-summer heatwave hits Western Europe this week, policymakers in the region are scrambling to fill underground 

storage with natural gas supplies to provide households with enough fuel to keep the lights on and homes warm before 

the cold returns. 

Fears of a severe winter gas shortage are driven by the risk of a full supply disruption to the EU — which receives roughly 

40% of its gas via Russian pipelines. The bloc is trying to rapidly reduce its reliance on Russian hydrocarbons in response 

to the Kremlin’s nearly four-month-long onslaught in Ukraine. 
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The worry for many is just how dependable Russian gas flows are to Europe as the conflict continues and as economic 

sanctions bite. Indeed, Moscow has already cut gas supplies to Finland, Poland, Bulgaria, Denmark’s Orsted, Dutch firm 

GasTerra and energy giant Shell for its German contracts, all over a gas-for-rubles payment dispute. 

More recently, Russia’s Gazprom opted to further limit supplies via the Nord Stream 1 pipeline that runs from Russia to 

Germany under the Baltic Sea, and reduced flows to Italy. 

On Wednesday they cited a technical problem for the supply cut, saying the issue stemmed from the delayed return of 

equipment serviced by Germany’s Siemens Energy in Canada. Austria and Slovakia have also reported supply reductions 

from Russia. In fiery comments likely to have sent alarm bells ringing throughout the bloc, Gazprom CEO Alexei Miller 

said Thursday that Russia will play by its own rules after the firm halved supplies to Germany. 

“Our product, our rules. We don’t play by rules we didn’t create,” Miller said during a panel session at the St. Petersburg 

International Economic Forum, according to The Moscow Times. 

Oil markets are heading for an 'insanely difficult' summer, with Russian production plunging under EU 

sanctions - Despite tough economic sanctions, Russia's oil exports have risen this year as India has snapped up its crude. 

Yet analysts say Russian output is about to tumble as the EU moves to ban roughly 90% of imports by the end of the year. 

The impending drop is setting oil markets up for an "insanely difficult" summer, according to consultancy Kpler. 

Despite Russia's brutal invasion of Ukraine, the world has not been able to reduce its desperate thirst for the pariah 

state's energy. Quite the opposite: Russia is now exporting more oil than before the war broke out, and soaring prices 

mean it's raking in roughly $20 billion a month from foreign sales. 

But the European Union's agreement to ban most Russian oil imports is set to change all that. Analysts predict Russia's 

production will tumble by around 1 to 2 million barrels per day, or by 10% of current levels. 

Oil prices have surged over 50% this year to around $120 a barrel, which has sent US gas prices to record highs of $5 a 

gallon. 

The most worrying thing for the market is European governments' plans to block ships from insuring Russian oil cargoes, 

according to Claudio Galimberti, a senior analyst at consultancy Rystad Energy. 

"It's probably the most important measure," he told Insider, especially if the UK presses ahead with a ban. "There are not 

many alternatives to the London insurers right now," he said. 

As Russian exports fall sharply, the country's facilities will cut production. Output, which stood at just over 10 million in 

May, will drop by around 1 to 2 million barrels a day, analysts estimate. The IEA goes as far as to suggest 3 million daily. 

Ukraine's valiant efforts to defeat Russia being undermined by Chinese technology - Allegations have arisen 

that Da-Jiang Innovations (DJI), a Chinese company that is the world’s largest civilian drone manufacturer, has been 

providing the Russian military with software to track Ukrainians piloting DJI drones used to conduct operations.  

The matter raises grave new concerns about the behavior of another Beijing technology behemoth and its impact on 

Ukrainian self-defense efforts. 

Ukraine’s minister of digital transformation sent an open letter to DJI founder Frank Wang in March accusing Russia of 

using "an extended version of DJI AeroScope" to navigate missiles that are killing Ukrainian civilians. 

AeroScope is DJI’s comprehensive drone detection platform that gathers real-time flight data of DJI drones. Fedorov 

asked Wang to block all DJI products in Ukraine that were not purchased and activated there. German electronics giant 
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MediaMarkt later accused DJI of providing real-time information about the location of Ukrainian pilots to the Russian 

military. DJI called the allegations "utterly false." 

Chinese President Xi Jinping requires that every company maintain communist party officials in their ranks so that they 

will "firmly listen to the party and follow the party". In the case of DJI, Beijing is also a direct investor. 

The U.S. added DJI to a Treasury blacklist last December and the Senate should pass S.B. 3563, which would place DJI on 

the Federal Communications Commission’s Covered List to ensure taxpayer money cannot be used to purchase DJI 

equipment. 

Russian Region Says Lithuania Will Curb Imports, Exports by Rail - Lithuania has told the Russian region of 

Kaliningrad that it will block the import and export of a large number of goods by rail because of Western sanctions, the 

regional governor said on Friday. 

The region - home to the Russian Baltic Fleet and a deployment location for nuclear-capable Iskander missiles - is 

sandwiched on the Baltic coast between Lithuania and Poland, both NATO members, and has no land border with Russia. 

Governor Anton Alikhanov said the clampdown would affect between 40% to 50% of the products that are imported to 

and exported from Russia through Lithuania. 

"We consider this to be a most serious violation ... of the right to free transit into and out of Kaliningrad region," he said 

in an online video posting, adding that authorities would press to have the measures lifted. 

Among the goods that would be affected are building materials, cement and metal products, he said. 

Containment 

Ukrainian artillerymen show how six CAESARs fired on the occupiers and their equipment - The Ministry 

of Defence of Ukraine has published a video where one volley by 6 CAESARs [self-propelled howitzers] fired on an area 

where Russian forces had concentrated more than 15 pieces of weaponry and military equipment. 

It has been reported that a Russian 2C-19 Msta-C self-propelled howitzer, as well as the command and staff vehicle of 

the battery commander were struck by a direct hit [by a Caesar]. 

According to military personnel, the CAESAR can strike the Kremlin invaders with high accuracy at a distance of 20 km or 

more from the front line. 

Emmanuel Macron, the French President, has announced the delivery of six more CAESARs, the flagship of French 

artillery, to Ukraine. 

‘We’re here to dig in our spurs’: With scant options in Ukraine, US and allies prepare for long war - The 

US and its allies are making preparations for a prolonged conflict in Ukraine, officials said, as the Biden administration 

attempts to deny Russia victory by surging military aid to Kyiv while scrambling to ease the war’s destabilizing effects on 

world hunger and the global economy. 

“We’re here to dig in our spurs,” Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin said after convening dozens of nations in Brussels to 

pledge greater support for Kyiv. 

The decision to supply Ukraine with increasingly sophisticated arms such as anti-ship missiles and long-range mobile 

artillery — capable of destroying significant military assets or striking deep into Russia — reflects a growing willingness 

in Western capitals to risk unintended escalation with Russia. 
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Putin 

Russia's far-right divided on Ukraine war - Their views are popular, but government repression and internal strife 

have stunted the influence of Russia's far right — while some fight alongside Kremlin's troops in Donbas others reject the 

war as fratricide.  

A few dozen small groups make up Russia's right-wing nationalist scene. They call themselves "Nationalist Movement," 

"Conservative Russia," or simply, "The Conservatives." Some support President Vladimir Putin and are fighting alongside 

Russian troops in Ukraine, others reject the Kremlin outright.  

A glimpse of just how splintered Russia's right-wing scene is was evidenced by the varying positions they took in 2014 in 

reaction to the pro-European Maidan movement and the start of the conflict in eastern Ukraine's Donbas region. 

Russia's military offensive in Ukraine has only fueled the divisions among nationalists. When Russia invaded neighboring 

Ukraine on February 24, some right-wing extremists immediately joined the war effort, but others rejected the invasion, 

and still do today. 

Putin’s stagflation revenge: Everyone said his war would destroy Russia’s economy but he’s killing 

America’s too - Between a tanking stock market, soaring inflation, and mounting recession fears, Americans are turning 

on the economy. 

And somewhere, Vladimir Putin is probably smiling about it. Amid all the chaos, inflation has become the biggest financial 

concern of nearly every American as prices rise for everything from gas to groceries. 

There are several reasons that inflation reached a 40-year-high of 8.6% last month, including rising rents and labor costs. 

But economists say a major driver is Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and the subsequent disruption to commodities that it 

has caused.  

“The Russian invasion and spike in oil and other commodity prices is the No. 1 reason, followed by the pandemic & the 

housing shortage,” Mark Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s Analytics, wrote in a recent Twitter thread. 

The invasion in February immediately scrambled the global economy and sent international markets spiraling into 

uncertainty. Some commodities have been especially volatile, including oil and food, due to constrained supply from 

Ukraine and Russia.  

Responding to the invasion, Western powers unleashed a crippling series of sanctions on Russia’s economy. Hundreds of 

international companies have left the country, and Russia’s subsequent isolation led to a GDP loss of 3.5% there in the 

first quarter. 

But even as Russia’s economy feels the pain, Putin continues to dictate global prices for energy and food. Western 

sanctions are starting to hurt the U.S. and the rest of the world too due to recent surges in energy prices that have caused 

factory shutdowns and slower growth across the U.S. and Europe, proving that Russia has more leverage than Western 

leaders thought. 

If the war continues to drag on, global financial institutions including the World Bank say that it could have even more 

serious consequences for the U.S. economy. And experts have started to sound the alarm about another financial threat 

not seen in decades: stagflation, a toxic combination of high inflation and slow growth. 

The stagflation threat 

Stagflation happens when growth slows significantly, but high inflation and prices continue to plague the economy. 
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The U.S. has not really seen stagflation since the 1970s, when that decade’s high oil prices led to simultaneous slower 

growth, high unemployment, and persistent high prices. Today’s circumstances are different from the 1970s, but a 

prolonged war in Europe would lead to very similar risks.  

The war has created significant supply shortfalls for energy, food, and critical commodities including metals, exacerbated 

by existing supply chain problems related to the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdowns in large Chinese 

manufacturing hubs. 

Supply shortages and soaring energy prices caused by the war have already begun forcing European factories to shut 

down. The manufacturing and industrial output in the U.S. is also starting to show signs of slower growth. 

Geopolitics 

Kazakhstan President Tokayev Says He Doesn’t Recognize Donetsk, Luhansk While Sharing Stage With 

Putin - The discord was rare as Putin and Tokayev share close ties. Putin even sent forces to Kazakhstan to quell anti-

Tokayev protests in January 2022. 

The incident happened when moderator Margarita Simonyan, head of the Kremlin-funded RT TV, started a discussion on 

the war in Ukraine and Putin argued that the Russian recognition of the autonomous republics of Donetsk and Luhansk 

was to protect Russian-speakers in those regions. 

Tokayev differed. “(Donetsk and Luhansk are) quasi-state territories which, in our view, is what Luhansk and Donetsk 

are,” he said, while adding that there would be global chaos if several such countries started emerging. 

“There’d be “chaos” in the world if hundreds of new countries emerged, even as there is a conflict between the legal 

principles of territorial integrity of states and the right of people living in them to self-determination,” he said. 

Putin was also quick to point out that the former Soviet Union covered the same territory as “historical Russia.” He made 

Tokayev feel slightly uncomfortable as he mentioned Kazakhstan but quickly said that no one would think to spoil ties 

with the ‘fraternal’ neighbor. 

The discord between Putin and Tokayev is rare as the former sent forces to Kazakhstan to help quell anti-government 

protests against the authoritarian regime in the Eurasian nation earlier this year. Both nations are also members of the 

Eurasian Economic Union, a Moscow-led rival to the European Union. 

Putin also commented on Ukraine’s achieving the candidate status from the European Commission - the first step of the 

very long journey to become a full-fledged member of the European Union (EU). 

He said that he is not against Kyiv joining the EU but blamed the conflict on the 2014 overthrow of its former pro-Kremlin 

president Viktor Yanukovych  in Kyiv after he rejected a trade accord with the EU to forge closer ties with Russia. 

He also defended his slow approach to the war in eastern Ukraine and said that the military was avoiding a full-scale 

assault on the Ukrainian position to reduce troop losses and remain focused on encircling them. 

Russia Says Ukraine's Borders That 'used To Be No Longer Exist, Never Will' - The official spokesperson for 

the Russian Foreign Ministry, Maria Zakharova, stated that Ukraine could no longer return to its former borders. During 

an interview with Sky News Arabia, which was released on her Telegram channel on Friday, the official claimed, “The 

Ukraine that you and I had known, within the borders that used to be, no longer exists, and will never exist again. This is 

evident".  

These remarks of Zakharova came after several Russia-controlled Ukrainian places issued statements about joining the 

Russian Federation. Leonid Pasechnik, the head of the Lugansk People's Republic, stated the nation may organize a 
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referendum on joining Russia. Further, the chief of another Donbas region, the Donetsk People's Republic (DPR), declared 

that once the Republic's constitutional boundaries are restored, the subject of entering Russia would "become the 

number one issue", TASS reported.  

Apart from this, authorities from the military-civilian administration of the Kherson Territory, which has been under 

Russian control since mid-March following the Russian invasion, have repeatedly said that the region wants to join Russia.  

Another region, Zaporozhye, has shown interest in joining Russia and becoming a member of its Southern Federal District, 

according to a senior official of the military-civilian government. 

Nicaragua approves Russian troop access to country, defies US objection - Nicaragua approved Russian forces 

to train within its borders and conduct military drills with the Nicaraguan army just after the U.S. imposed fresh sanctions 

on officials from the Central American nation.  

Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega renewed the order, which the National Assembly approved. The decree applies to 

troops and military equipment from Russia as well as the U.S. and seven Latin American countries to enter the country 

and participate in "an exchange of experience, training exercises and humanitarian aid operations."  

The U.S. objected to the renewal in light of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, but officials expected that to do little to deter 

Ortega’s decision. 

Russia aims to boot former Soviet nations from NATO by relinquishing sovereign recognition - A Russian 

lawmaker on Wednesday said Moscow will look to repeal its recognition of the independence of former Soviet nations 

like Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia in an attempt to revoke their NATO protections.  

State Duma deputy Yevgeny Fedorov told a Latvian news outlet that reversing Russia’s decision to recognize the Baltic 

States as sovereign would allegedly create legal grounds to force the alliance to divert to 1997 borders.  

"The NATO Charter contains clause six, according to which the disputed territories cannot be included in the alliance. As 

soon as the territories of the Baltic countries are recognized as disputed, this will become the basis for the exclusion of 

the Baltic countries from NATO," Fedorov said. 

Last week Fedorov introduced legislation targeting Lithuanian sovereignty and claimed it illegally left the Soviet Union 

more than three decades ago. 

Lithuania became the first republic to announce it would restore its independence from the collapsing USSR in March 

1990 after being under Soviet control since 1940.  

Moscow, under President Mikhail Gorbachev, acknowledged Lithuania's sovereignty by September 1991. 

Fedorov claimed that Lithuania was Russia’s first NATO target as it posed the greatest threat to Moscow and claimed it 

was "NATO's gateway to the Baltics." 

But the Russian lawmaker also said that other former Soviet states could be next. 

"The Commander-in-Chief determined that our ‘red lines’ run along the borders of NATO in 1997. This means that we 

need, at a minimum, to push NATO beyond the borders of the former Soviet Union," he said in reference to an era before 

eastern European nations were invited to join the alliance. 

Russia started its war on Ukraine years ago by stating fictional and fabricated “Ukrainian Nazism” allegations, building 

over time the intensity of further and continuing false rhetoric, ultimately leading up to its two invasions – 2014 in Crimea 

and this year in Ukraine proper. 
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It appears it is starting early to condition Russian thinking of what is to come and their justifications for any future action 

as regards the Baltic countries. 

Fedorov threatened that should Russia decide to reverse its recognition of independent Baltic States then NATO should 

boot them from the alliance or accept that a "Third World War will begin." 

NATO has not publicly commented on Russia’s potential move to repeal its recognition of Baltic States’ sovereignty.  

But in an address Wednesday, NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg pledged to bolster security efforts within alliance 

and beyond. "Putin's goals goes beyond Ukraine, and that's the reason why we need to both provide support to Ukraine 

as we do, but also strengthen our deterrence and defense not least in the eastern part of the Alliance," he told reporters. 

This speaks to our article “The Russian Game” in yesterday’s Update. 

Azerbaijan And Turkey Are Watching Putin’s Ukraine War Closely - Putin’s latest efforts to conquer Ukraine 

are now almost four months old. Russia’s initial assault faltered but, as Long War Journal’s Bill Roggio warned from the 

start, cheerleading Ukraine is not a strategy, especially as Russia will grind Ukraine down and outlast Western resolve 

beset by President Joe Biden’s concern about escalation and European mercantilism. Recent comments by former 

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger give Putin hope that his gamble will succeed. 

The West might compartmentalize conflict, but what happens in Ukraine does not stay in Ukraine. As Putin challenges 

the rules of the post-World War II liberal order and is poised to succeed, other dictators appear ready to replicate his 

strategy for their own land grabs. 

Consider Azerbaijan, for example. Speaking at the opening of the IX Global Forum in Baku on June 16, the Azeri dictator 

Ilham Aliyev again threatened to launch a war of aggression against Armenia proper. “In November 1920, six months 

after the Sovietization of Azerbaijan, the Soviet authorities took the historical part of our country, Zangazur, and annexed 

it to Armenia,” he said, threatening to invade and annex southern Armenia in the same manner that Putin did first to 

Crimea and now does to Donbas. Aliyev’s demand: Armenia forfeits its claim to Nagorno-Karabakh, an Armenian territory 

assigned by Joseph Stalin to Azerbaijan from which it subsequently voted to succeed under the terms of the Soviet 

constitution. 

In Turkey, President Erdogan also pays close attention. Beyond Russia, there is perhaps no other country today more 

willing to engage in offensive wars of conquest against neighbors. Turkey has effectively annexed a third of Cyprus, not 

only ethnically cleansing that section’s Greek population but also waging cultural genocide against Turkish Cypriots who 

traditionally reject Erdoǧan’s doctrinaire Islamism.  

Turkey has likewise occupied portions of Iraq for more than a quarter-century and shows no willingness to depart. Greece 

remains on high alert after Erdogan recently laid claim to Aegean islands recognized for centuries as Greek. Turkish 

colonization of Kurdish-populated areas in northern Syria continues and could soon become far worse. As National 

Security Council official Brett McGurk remarked, “If you allow Turks into Syria, they will never leave because they consider 

northern Syria as their rightful homeland.” 


